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Hi, I'm here today to talk to about the Contemporary Brands. Over the next five years, we expect the Contemporary category to 
continue to lead the apparel growth. And for VF, we expect to add $200 million in revenue. With solid organic growth in the US, our 
largest business, due to DTC product and category expansion, our highest growth rate will continue to come from our international 
markets where we see a lot of opportunity. 7 For All Mankind, our largest Contemporary brand, will grow $100 million globally, with two-
third coming from DTC and one-third coming from our wholesale business. 
 
All four strategies are vital to our continued growth, however, I'd like to start with leading in innovation. Yes, we're back to the X again. 
Innovation is critical to the Contemporary Brands coalition. 7 For All Mankind has a well-established and proven innovation pipeline. For 
example, in 2012, we launched the Slim Illusion in women's denim. This fabric has the unique ability to retain its shape, excellent 
recovery and comfort while being able to endure the rigors of advanced washing technique. This was a $10 million idea and is still 
going strong. 
 
This fall, we're launching its sister, Second Skin Slim Illusion with 100% recovery never been done before. And the bookings are 
already outpacing our previous launch. We're also taking this technology to commence this fall, Luxe Performance, and have already 
exceeded our forecast before we've even shipped. Malhia Kent, for those of you who are here in person, these jeans will retail for $395. 
They will only be available in select stores worldwide. This is one of our most exciting collaborations we've done in the coalition. Malhia 
Kent is a very high-end couture mill in France and we are very excited to debut this in July. 
 
Print and celebrity marketing are nothing new to Contemporary and particularly important for our 7 For All Mankind core customer. In 
spring, we launched our first global multimedia, fully integrated marketing campaign with James Franco. This has been an enormously 
successful partnership, which we have continued through 2013. 
 
James Franco, who as some of you may be familiar with, is more than an actor. He's a painter, he's a filmmaker, he's a singer, he's a 
scholar, he's a poet, he's our friend and a true Renaissance man for 7 For All Mankind, a marketing innovator. He continues to create 
buzz and original content for us. This is imperative in building brand affinity as the millenials are voracious in their media consumption. 
Simply put, we need to be everywhere they are. And now, I'd like to show you one of the 7 For All Mankind clips from our spring '13 
campaign. 
 
(VIDEO PLAYING) 
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With this content, we were able to engage our consumers by giving them the opportunity to vote on the storyline of James' film globally 
through the 7 For All Mankind Facebook page. We now have two cuts of the film that are available on our page, James' original 
director's cut and our customers version. 
 
As we all know, fashion is no longer dictated by an elite few. As seen by Amri Singh, who's pictured here, a fashion blogger, who is a 
friend of 7 For All Mankind. She is a powerhouse. She not only wears our jeans, photographs herself all over the world in our jeans, but 
she has 7,000 unique monthly visitors to her blog site and 845,000 Instagram followers. Really remarkable when you consider Vogue 
sells 1.2 million magazines a month, really an incredible feat. The millennials have changed the fashion game, and we have changed 
with them. 
 
We also engaged with our customers in our store. We recently leveraged our relationship with celebrity, Nikki Reed, where she 
previewed her exclusive jewelry collection in our 7 For All Mankind stores. You can see the tremendous line outside our new Orlando 
store for this event. It was very successful. This was a great way to enter a new market, drive traffic and acquire and engage new 
customers. 
 
Moving to DTC. In 2012, about one-third of our business came from owned stores and e-commerce. By 2017, we plan on more than 
doubling our stores globally and are expecting our DTC business to grow to 43% of our sales. 
 
The next five years represents a very exciting opportunity for us to continue to tell our story in our own stores and grow with our 
fantastic wholesale partners. Additionally, we plan on more than tripling our global e-commerce business by 2017, driven by increases 
in all three of our major markets. The international business is very important to 7 For All Mankind's future growth and brand relevance. 
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We expect it to go from 37% to 48% in 2017. This is possible through leveraging the VF international platform, a definite competitive 
advantage. 
 
This concludes my presentation for today. Thank you for your time. 
 


